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In the music industry, a top 5 may equal a number 1 for a day or two, but it doesnt stay long
because when the sales go low there are others to sell. Its only two days till Singles Day (November
8th) and Ive reviewed five of the top ten songs of 2010.... Jimmy Cliff's powerful and soulful voice

makes him one of the most precious artists in the world of reggae.... Recent releases have, however,
been a little tamer, perhaps his heyday having passed. Jimmy Cliff released a new album

"Reflections of My Life"... The best Jimmy Cliff album is probably Jimmy Cliff The Life Story (1990 ).
This is because he recorded a large variety of material and presented it in an almost cohesive
fashion. There were also some killer tracks on his earlier albums, like the reggae version of the
Beatles "Eleanor Rigby" but it wasnt quite as strong as the one on The Life Story.... Jimmy Cliff,
Today My Music Is Alive The Best Of Jimmy Cliff and Peter Tosh (2003 ) 12 15 In August 2009, a

tribute album was released to Jimmy Cliff under the title Jimmy Cliff Tribute, It comprised a selection
of reggae songs, (including his own), with contributions from and tribute songs to Sam & Dave and

Alton Ellis, other artists and friends.... "Brother To Brother", the new album by Jimmy Cliff and reggae
producer Richard Sealey, is a fiery example of a young artist fully embracing Jamaican tradition, and
anything that is not precisely reggae is just not "it".... Im sure that this is true... And I also think its a
natural fit for Jimmy Cliff because, like you, Im a huge fan. Jimmy Cliff, Yesterday or Today? One of
my favorites of theirs. Jimmy Cliff, we are a band Thats the Truth (1971 ). I found this on YouTube

and just love it. Great doo-wop vocals, and horns. And that song, To Love, is a f---ing Hall of Famer....
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original release from 1972 (on united artists) includes reference to three-day week (24 december
1969), botanical gardens (17 april 1970) and vietnam peace demos (1-28 september 1969). the label

later released several paul mccartney & the beatles on vinyl records in brazil, due to an air force
embargo. when jimmy cliff refused to play the role of jimmy cliff in the movie cliff hanger (released
on columbia records), the producers thought he was a lost cause. he then signed with cbs records,

where they very quickly placed him on the map. by then, jimmy cliff had made his first studio album,
a self-titled release containing the hit song you've made me so very happy. it was initially released

by columbia under licence to flying dutchman records, but received a wider appeal after being made
available in the uk. the album also included some powerful protest songs, and record buyers

expected all reggae albums to be that way. jimmy cliff responded with the album cliff hanger,
released on cbs in 1973. the project worked for the reggae singer; he was featured on this is ska!, he
made cliff hanger the best-selling reggae album in the uk, and was nominated for a grammy award.

jimmy cliff had his second major british hit, and his follow-up caught in the crossfire made him a
major british success in 1975. while jimmy cliff was as renowned as the other performers on this

exceptional compilation, it seems that they were rather less than impressed by what he was offering
them. by the late 1970s, it seems that jimmy cliff had become a symbol of the cold war. fortunately,
he did not try to publicize his new challenge by using a tough attitude; even though he did try to sing

in a jamaican accent. the music he produced in that period was impressively vibrant and was
especially powerful on the tracks soon b gone, no more looking back, it's too late and third world

man. although his music never seems to have caught on outside jamaica, jim recorded a few other
albums during the 1980s, including water is the answer (1983). after that, he declined by taking up

painting, and retired in jamaica in the early 1990s. 5ec8ef588b
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